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References

Exhibition: Urban Myths of Dresden
This Concept containes the visualization of the exhibition- elements 
plus a teaser for an animated 3D- city chronology. Intention of that 
had been to illustrate how city transforms during the time and from 
which periods the most important sights has been traded. A video-
clip is available at: 3Dkosmos.de
Expenditure: 40h or 1400€ 

 + 3D-Visualization for exhibitions +

Exhibitional Concept: Water in history
This Concept contained parts of the exhibitional conception, the con-
cecption and visualization of artefacts and elements in the plus a teaser 
of a film. Idea of the whole museum had been, to visualize the produc-
tion and usage of water in past and present. Beneath that, also a 3D- 
animated film had been intended, to present this theme child- conform. 
The picture in the right edge is a painting by the famous artiust Bernar-
do Belloto containing four 3D- additives. Try to find out.
Expenditure: 40h or 1400€ 

Historiography of Technical History
Virtual & interactive pictural rebuild of the exhibition-  this picture 
had been used as Website- Intro.
Expenditure: 8h or 280€ 

Cathedral Santiago de Compostela
The Visualization of the inner and outer cathedral, the crypt plus an 
urban map of  the mediaval town of santiago took place in several 
etaps. Results had been used for a couple of journal-publications. 
For the urban map a combination of satellite data got used to imple-
ment a 3D-landscape relief. With an deviation of max. 10m in  height 
visibilities on the former pilgrims track could been reconstructed.
Reconstruction of inner cathedral: 60h or 2100€, 
Mediaval urban map: 30h or 1050€

Exhibitional Car: City Anniversary
3D- visualization of the exhibitional car for the Dresden city anni-
versary. Printed in Drewag- journal. 
Expenditure: 20h or 700€ 

Stand: Portfolio Machine
This concept & animation had been created as enhancement for  
the roadshow of an international financial supporter. Idea had been 
to make the hidden procedures and workflows of trading business 
haptical tangible. For this, an ancient industrial dashboard had 
been created, at which the visitor could influence financial parame-
ters of an simulation. Output had been concept, animation and also 
an programmed game routine.
Expenditure: 50h or 1750€ 

Interactive Web: Exhibitions
These projects took place as proof of concept for interactive- web- 
applications. In both cases it‘s possible to walk trough an virtual 
exhibition in webbrowser comparable to an Egoshooter (but without 
any violence, of course!). The Unity-way offers more graphical de-
tailedness, game elements and a collision detection but requires to 
install an additional browser plugin. Flash is very limited but prein-
stalled at most PCs. Both versions available at: www.3Dkosmos.de
3D- Flash: 20h or 700€, 3D- Unity: 40h or 1400€



Know more.
It would be a pleasure for me to present you further re-
ferences and discuss, how to 3D-techniques could be 
used for your special purposes. So please don‘t hesitate 
to contact me if you are interested in.

Au revoir
 + Maybe soon? +
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